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Modern distribution systems need to fulfill a wide variety of requests quickly with little warning in small units to many dispersed locations at low costs. This is fundamentally different than yesterday’s demand, which aggregated at fixed (store) locations. Existing distribution solutions, which are often static and have long decision lead times, are too rigid for today’s customers. Resulting in today’s supply chains being optimized for yesterday’s customers. To close the gap between current supply chain operations and customer expectations, this research rethinks supply chain design. By accessing resources on-demand, rather than through ownership, on-demand distribution platforms enable elastic supply capacity that can be scaled up and down, as well as moved in response to changing requirements. Yet, capacity cannot be set. Instead it must be enticed from suppliers (who provide access to their resources). Current centralized approaches to platform design excel at meeting demand commitments, but limit supplier autonomy. Decentralized approaches provide supplier autonomy, but sacrifice systematic performance and are time consuming. This research proposes a new hierarchical approach, recasting the platform's role as one providing personalized recommendations (i.e., a menu of multiple requests) to suppliers. Supplier choice can increase participation (capacity) and resource utilization when request fulfillment is combined with suppliers' original planned tasks. Prioritizing a quick time to match and efficient systematic resource coordination, the platform first decides how multiple, simultaneous recommendations are made. Then, suppliers have autonomy to select requests (if any) from the personalized recommendations. To guide design questions, we create a bilevel optimization framework. These models are novel as they capture the interdependent outcomes of supplier selections. By harnessing the problem’s structure, we transform the computationally expensive mixed integer linear bilevel problem into a single level problem by proposing logical expressions. For a platform only partially able to estimate suppliers’ utilities, we investigate how personalized recommendation sets can be used as a coordination mechanism able to balance desirable platform, suppliers, and demand request outcomes. As the number of choices increases, suppliers have a higher chance to be recommended a request they are willing to select. This benefits the platform, up to a point. However, due to misalignment between the suppliers and the platform’s utilities, a larger number of choices lead to suppliers selecting a request with lower platform benefit. Also, as the number of choices increases, less systematic coordination occurs, and the chance for rejected requests increases. We quantify the impact of our hierarchical approach compared to a centralized, decentralized, and stable-matching approaches for a variety of scenarios and provide insights in what influences the optimal number of choices based on a ride-sharing application.
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